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Senator Robert Casey Spoke at Gratz College Commencement, Where 

Pluralism Was Paramount 

Before his commencement address, Senator Casey received an honorary Doctor of 

Laws degree from Gratz president Joy Goldstein. After the graduation ceremony, he 

was bombarded with requests for photos and autographs. During his commencement 

remarks, however, it was easy to forget about his life on Capitol Hill, as he spoke 

humbly to the graduates and their families about the importance of service and faith. 

He fondly recalled his experience in the Jesuit Volunteer Corps as a teacher and 

basketball coach, as well as the impact that one of his former students made on him 

when their paths crossed decades later. He also left the graduates with his mother's 

advice: "Count your blessings, and use those blessings to help others." 

When Sandra Lilienthal, the new Doctor of Jewish Education and the Jewish studies 

valedictorian, stepped to the podium, she began by warmly welcoming her father, 

who had surprised her by traveling all the way from Brazil to Gratz for the graduation 

ceremony. She then launched into her prepared remarks, which focused on the 

importance of pluralism and its application at Gratz. She described Gratz as having 

"created a place where people can come together even if with very different 

backgrounds, views and understandings," and referred to the College as "an island of 

sanity in a fairly insane world." 

Lilienthal's personal life has also taken a pluralistic path. Although she has lived in the 

United States for almost 20 years, she is originally from Brazil. While she describes 

her own practice of Judaism as "fairly traditional," her family is all over the map: her 

husband is a Reform rabbi; her parents and siblings are secular; two of her daughters 

attend a Chabad school; and the third daughter lives as Modern Orthodox in Israel. 

(Lilienthal's interesting life and impressive achievements were featured in The Jewish 

Exponent in June. To read the article, click here.) 

The valedictorian was not the only one to discuss pluralism during commencement. 

David Weinstein, chairman of the Gratz College Board of Governors, described 

http://www.www.jewishexponent.com/lifestyle/2014/06/gratz-graduate-pursues-teaching-career


pluralism as part of Gratz's heritage and mission statement. And Michael Alan Kasper, 

who graduated with a Master of Arts in Jewish Studies and who delivered the 

benediction, asked that G-d grant the graduates with "the ability to hold and honor 

difference with dignity" in their professional lives. 

But, it wasn't just words. Pluralism was also reflected throughout the commencement 

ceremony and reception. The graduates were a diverse group: some from Gratz 

Jewish studies programs, and others from the Regional Training Center, which in 

partnership with Gratz, offers a Master of Arts in Education. Collectively, the students 

represented different races, ethnicities and religions, as well as different areas of 

professional interest.  

Commencement opened with "The Star Spangled Banner," sung by a master's in 

education graduate, and closed with "Hatikvah," sung by a master's in Jewish 

education graduate. The commencement speaker, Senator Casey, spent a year 

teaching in the Jesuit Volunteer Corps, while the valedictorian, Sandra Lilienthal, 

spent over 25 years teaching Jewish studies. And, in a quiet corner during the 

reception, President Goldstein thanked Senator Casey for attending by honoring him 

with the gift of a kippah. 

As Lilienthal explained in her speech, "We all are different - some of us are Jews; 

others are not. We have different backgrounds, different upbringings, different 

beliefs. But all of us here today have something in common: we all hope to take what 

we learned in these past years into the outside world, enhancing both teaching and 

learning, and helping our different communities become stronger." 

 


